For more than a century, the process of stabilization has been a central issue in research of learning and memory. Namely, that after a skill or memory is acquired, it must be consolidated before it becomes resistant from disruption by subsequent learning. While it is clear that there are many cases in which learning can be disrupted, it is unclear when learning something new disrupts what has already been learned. Herein we provide two answers to this question with the novel demonstration that perceptual learning of a visual stimulus disrupts, or interferes with, the consolidation of a previously learned visual stimulus. In this study we trained subjects on two different hyperacuity tasks and compared whether learning of the second task disrupted that of the first. We first show that disruption of learning occurs between visual stimuli presented at the same orientation in the same retinotopic location, but not for the same stimuli presented at retinotopically disparate locations or different orientations at the same location.
For more than a century, the process of stabilization has been a central issue in research of learning and memory. Namely, that after a skill or memory is acquired, it must be consolidated before it becomes resistant from disruption by subsequent learning. While it is clear that there are many cases in which learning can be disrupted, it is unclear when learning something new disrupts what has already been learned. Herein we provide two answers to this question with the novel demonstration that perceptual learning of a visual stimulus disrupts, or interferes with, the consolidation of a previously learned visual stimulus. In this study we trained subjects on two different hyperacuity tasks and compared whether learning of the second task disrupted that of the first. We first show that disruption of learning occurs between visual stimuli presented at the same orientation in the same retinotopic location, but not for the same stimuli presented at retinotopically disparate locations or different orientations at the same location.
Second we show that disruption from stimuli in the same retinotopic location is ameliorated if the subjects wait for one hour before training on the second task. These results indicate that disruption, at least in visual learning, is specific to features of the tasks and that a temporal delay of 1 hour can stabilize visual learning. This research shows that visual learning is susceptible to disruption and elucidates the processes by which the brain can consolidate learning and thus protect what is learned from being overwritten.
Living organisms are constantly learning new skills, and improving their abilities. When does the learning of something new disrupt that which has already been learned? For more than a century, the process of stabilization has been a central issue in the research of learning and memory (1, 2) . Namely, after a skill or memory is acquired, it must undergo a period of consolidation before it becomes resistant from disruption by subsequent learning of a similar task (3) . While it is clear that there are many cases in which learning can be disrupted, the process of disruption and its specificity is unclear.
Disruption of learning has been best detailed in studies of motor learning. These studies show that skill acquisition from a task (A) is disrupted, or interfered with, by subsequent practice of a second task (B). For instance, subjects in a hand-reaching task can learn to adapt to a force field, which alters their movements. This learning persists on subsequent days of testing. If subjects first adapt to force-field A and then adapt to force-field B, they no longer show improvements for force-field A when tested on the following day (3) (4) (5) (6) . Similar disruption has been found in tasks of visual-motor sequence learning (7) . Disruption has also been found in visual-motor reaching tasks, but only between tasks involving similar visual-motor transformations (8) . Some motor studies show that the disruption of A does not occur if there is a waiting period of a few hours before the training of B (3, 6) , but recent research brings these results into question by showing that disruption occurs even for delays of 24 hours between adaptation to force-field A and subsequent adaptation to force-field B (4).
While studies of the disruption of visual-motor learning have provided important insights into the processes of learning, they are in some cases difficult to interpret since many brain systems including perceptual, cognitive and motor processing are involved in the learning of a given task. This poses a complexity in interpreting findings of disruption since interference between tasks can presumably occur in any of these processes and the contribution of each stage may differ significantly between tasks and even individual subjects. An alternative model by which to study the disruption of learning is that of perceptual learning which takes place in the early sensory systems.
Perceptual learning is here defined as a performance increase on a task involving primitive sensory features and which involves plasticity in one's sensory brain-areas. This type of learning is thought to help us to better perceive the visual environment. The advantage of perceptual learning for studies of learning disruption is that in many cases perceptual learning is highly specific to features being trained; for example, visual detection or discrimination thresholds can be reduced and show a high degree of specificity the orientation (9-11), motion direction (12) (13) (14) (15) , retinotopic location (9, 10, 16) , and sometimes ocularity (9) of the trained visual stimuli. These results are consistent with plasticity of early visual areas and are supported by neurophysiological evidence of neuronal plasticity in early visual areas (17) (18) (19) (20) (21) (22) . Learning of features in other modalities such as audition (23) (24) (25) , somatosensation (26, 27) , and motor functions (28, 29) also implicates neural changes in the primary cortical areas for these modalities. Through techniques employed to study perceptual learning, we can potentially restrict learning, and thus disruption of learning, to take place within a very limited set of brain regions.
Herein, we report the novel finding that the disruption of learning occurs in perceptual learning. We do this by training subjects on a 3-dot hyperacuity task ( Figure 1a ). The advantage of using this hyperacuity task is that the learning improvements from this task are highly specific to the location in retinotopic space and the orientation of the trained stimuli (9) . Separate A and B conditions, of different offset directions (Left or Right), were presented in sequential blocks or interleaved, depending on the experiment. When subjects were trained for 5 days with sequential A-then-B (AB) sessions, the learning of A was disrupted by the training of B. This disruption was retinotopically specific in that subjects trained with sequential A-then-B sessions at retinotopically different locations showed no disruption of the learning of A by the training of B.
Additionally, disruption was orientation specific in that subjects trained with A and B conditions of different stimulus orientation (vertical or horizontal) showed no disruption.
We also show evidence for a consolidation period for perceptual learning on this task. A delay between training of A and B of one hour ameliorates the disruption of A by B. This suggests that as compared with other brain areas that take 6 hours (3, 6) or exhibit no consolidation with 24 hours or longer (4, 5) , consolidation can occur relatively quickly in perceptual learning, which itself can lasts for months (13).
Methods

Subjects.
Five different groups of ten subjects participated in each of five conditions. Subject ages ranged from 20 to 35 years old. Data from 49/50 subjects is reported as a single subject in the task testing for orientation specificity (the 2ORI condition) was unable perform beyond chance level. lower-right), also interleaved. At location 1, the A and B stimuli were both oriented vertically (similar to group AB), but at location 2, the A stimulus was oriented vertically and the B stimulus was oriented horizontally (Figure 5a ). Group AB-1hr was identical to group AB, but the B session was conducted 1 hour after the end of session A (Figure 6a ). For all groups the offset side used for the A and the B conditions was counterbalanced across subjects. Note that since session A occurred before session B for Groups AB, AB-1hr and 2LOC, the condition under which the A session was conducted on Day 1 was identical across all groups with the exception of group 2ORI, which performed interleaved trials of different conditions.
Stimuli
Results
To demonstrate that learning can be disrupted, we must first verify that learning occurs for subjects trained only on a single offset side (Control). In Figure 2b , the across subject average is shown for the first day (dashed line) and last day (solid line) of the five-day training.
To quantify learning we ran a within subject, two-way ANOVA, which showed a significant effect across days (p<0.05) as well as a significant effect of the offset size (p<0.0001).
Next we examined subjects (Group AB) who performed sequential sessions in which they were first trained on one offset side (A) and then immediately afterwards were trained on the other offset side (B). For this group no significant learning was found for offset side A (p=0.37
ANOVA; see Figure 3b ), indicating that learning for these subjects was disrupted by their practice of offset side B, although there was some improvement for the easiest two offsets (see Discussion). On the other hand, significant learning (p<0.05, ANOVA) was found for these subjects on offset B (data not shown) indicating that these subjects were capable of learning this task. Day 1 performance for the A and B offset sides were not different (p=.76, ANOVA)
suggesting that the lack of learning for A was not due to a plateau in performance being reached in the first session. It is notable that some learning is evident
While we have shown that the learning of A is disrupted through the training of B, it is unclear what aspect of the B training is responsible for this disruption. For instance it is possible that disruption of A will occur from the immediate performance of any subsequent demandingtask, irrespective of the features of that task. To test if this was the case, we ran a new set of subjects on a third experiment, which was identical to the AB condition with the exception that the B session was performed with the stimulus in a different visual quadrant than that of the A session (group 2LOC; see Figure 4a ). If it is merely the performance of any subsequent task that results in disruption, then no learning of A should be expected, because the demands of the B session for the 2LOC group are the same as in that for the B session of the AB group. On the other hand if no disruption occurs, it would imply that disruption is specific to the visual feature, in this case the retinotopic location of the stimulus, being trained.
The results of the 2LOC experiment confirm that disruption is specific to the retinotopic location of the stimulus. This can be seen in Figure 4b , which plots the average subject's performance on offset side A for the first day (dashed line) and last day (solid line) of the fiveday training. There is a clear improvement across days and this improvement is statistically significant (p<0.01, ANOVA; see Figure 4b ).
Next we examined if this disruption of learning is specific to the orientation of the trained stimuli. In this experiment we took advantage of the finding that disruption was spatially specific and therefore used a within-subject design in which each subject was trained with A and B stimuli of the same (vertical) orientation, but different offset sides, in one location and in another location with A and B stimuli of different (vertical or horizontal) orientations. In addition we interleaved all four conditions (A and B for same and different orientations) to ensure that our results of interference were not specific to our blocking procedure. Our hypothesis was that interference would occur between stimuli of the same orientation, as shown with group AB, but that interference would not be found for stimuli of different orientation. A result of this type would be in accord with perceptual learning studies showing that learning of hyperacuity stimuli is specific to the stimulus orientation (9, 30) .
The results of the 2ORI experiment confirm that disruption is specific to the orientation of the stimulus. This can be seen in Figure 5b ,c, which plots the average subject's performance for the same orientation and different orientation conditions, respectively, for the first day While we have shown that the disruption of learning can occur between visual tasks and that this disruption is specific to the location and orientation of the trained visual feature, one may ask what mechanisms exist by which to protect learning from disruption. For instance, does there exist a consolidation process that stabilizes the learning of A after some recess from training? To address the question, we ran an additional experiment with a new group of subjects, which was identical to that of group AB with the exception that session B was run one hour after the completion of session B (Group AB-1hr; Figure 5a ).
The results of this experiment indicate that a delay of one hour is sufficient to ameliorate the disruptive effects of the training of offset side B on the learning of offset side A. This can be seen in the performance differences on offset side A between the first and last experimental sessions of the AB-1hr condition (see Figure 6b ). These differences are significant (p<0.005, ANOVA). These results indicate that a consolidation period as short as one hour abolishes the disruptive effects of the training of offset side B on the learning of offset side A.
Discussion
Our studies have three important findings. First that perceptual learning can be disrupted by the performance of a subsequent task or between learning of interleaved conditions. Second, that this disruption is specific to the visual features that are common between the two tasks, in this case the retinotopic location and orientation of the trained stimuli. Third, that the learning from the first task is protected from disruption by performance of subsequent tasks if the temporal interval between the tasks is one hour or longer.
A number of studies have shown that perceptual learning is highly specific to particular stimulus features. In the case of the 3-dot hyperacuity stimulus as used here, learning effects are specific to the orientation and retinotopic location of the stimuli (9, 30) . Given this featural specificity and the fact that the discriminations involved are of one arc minute, psychophysicists have postulated that the learning involves V1. This hypothesis has been supported by physiological experiments in monkeys that indicate neuronal plasticity in V1 associated with a similar hyperacuity task (31, 32) .
Models of perceptual learning suggest that a neuron or cluster of neurons form a "template" that is optimized to process the features of the task. For instance, a classic feedforward model by Poggio (1992) suggests that the hyperacuity task can be performed by forming a "template" for each offset side based upon a few exemplars of each stimulus. In this model, Gaussian input filters are processed by a set of radial-basis functions to determine a binary output. Later models have shown how more neurobiologically plausible networks involving recurrent connections and/or oriented receptive fields can perform similar tasks (33-37).
Our results show that the disruption of this learning is specific to the orientation, spatial location and the offset side of the stimulus. Since the perceptual judgment occurs over just a few minutes of arc, in the AB condition the same visual neurons may subserve both the A and the B tasks. This suggests that the cause of disruption is that the learning of the second task "overwrites" the templates of the first.
The fact that a one-hour delay between the sessions was sufficient to eliminate the disruption suggests the existence of a mechanism that prevents the learning of A from being overwritten by the learning of B. One suggestion is that higher-level brain areas can help solve this problem by learning to distinguish between the different task conditions. This idea is supported by physiological and psychophysical lines of evidence. For instance, V1 neurons respond differently to identical hyperacuity stimuli, depending on the task that the animal is performing (19) . Behavioral performance curves change differently for the same stimuli trained with different tasks (38) . Likewise modeling and imaging studies of the consolidation of motor learning suggest that higher-level motor areas serve to help the lower-level motor centers learn distinct motor plans and thus overcome interference of motor learning (39) (40) (41) . Also feedback processes have been shown to be important to maintain the stability of auditory learning (42, 43) .
While we have demonstrated that consolidation occurs, it is unclear how to relate its time course to that found in other studies. There is a great deal of controversy regarding when
consolidation occurs and what circumstances allow for learning to be disrupted. For instance, while some studies of motor learning show that six hours are required for consolidation (3, 6) , our study found that only one hour is sufficient for visual learning. Further, early studies by
Muller and Pilzecker of the learning of word lists found a consolidation period of only 10 minutes (1, 2). To add to this confusion a recent thorough study of motor learning found that in many instances consolidation does not occur and that a delay of 24hrs was not sufficient to prevent disruption (4) . A possible reconciliation of this controversy was provided by Walker et al., (2003) , in this study consolidation was observed but practice with only a few probe sessions of the A condition was enough to make A again liable to disruption of B. Thus, while it is clear that consolidation exists, it seems that small differences in conditions are important.
To date, consolidation in perceptual learning has only been studied in relation to sleep (44, 45) . Such studies demonstrate that sleep is necessary for the manifestation of performance enhancements after learning. In particular, these studies show that performance actually
deteriorates when the subject is tested multiple times on the same task without an intervening period of sleep. These studies employ very different methods to assay consolidation are not in conflict with our results. In particular, they compare performance across sessions within a day, whereas we compare performance across session performed on separate days. Walker et al (2003) reconciles these methods and demonstrates that consolidation in motor learning involves multiple dissasociable processes. Their study found that the consolidation of motor sequences takes 6 hours, but that the manifestation of performance enhancements requires sleep. Thus, studies of consolidation in visual learning also likely confound what may be two separate processes; one process of stabilization, which we have identified in this study, and a second process of enhancement, which requires sleep.
An interesting trend in our data is that in the AB and 2ORI conditions subjects showed some improvement for the easiest offset difficulties. This pattern fits well within what is known about visual learning. It has been shown that the degree of location and orientation specificity of perceptual learning depends on the difficulty of the training condition (32, 46) . This has led to the suggestion that the more difficult discriminations are learned in low-level visual areas, while easier trials are learned in higher-level areas (46) . In our study, interference was found only for stimuli with small offsets, which require the most difficult and finest-grained spatial discriminations. For the easier trials, which are thought to mainly involve learning in higher cortical areas, task attributes that generalize across the A and B conditions might have been learned.
Disruption of the learning on one task by subsequent training on a second task is an important technique by which to study consolidation of learning. Nevertheless, disruption has not been directly studied for learning in the visual system, whose physiological and computational mechanisms are better known than most of other brain systems. The present study shows for the first time that visual perceptual learning for a stimulus can be disrupted by subsequent training on a different visual stimulus. We also found that this disruption is specific to the stimulus orientation and occurs only within a limited spatial and temporal window. The limited spatial window suggests that interference overwrites the template of new learning on an existing template. The temporal window suggests that the overwriting is effective for a short time in perceptual learning, perhaps because of the quick stabilization of learning. Perceptual learning is an appropriate technique to study consolidation since it occurs in the early sensory areas and that the learning effects are highly specific to the trained stimuli.
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